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Abstract. It is well known that there exist separable, metrizable, totally dis-

connected spaces of all dimensions. In this note we introduce the notion of

an almost O-dimensional space and prove that every such space is a totally dis-

connected subspace of an R-tree and, hence, at most 1-dimensional. As appli-

cations we prove that the spaces of homeomorphisms of the universal Menger

continua are 1-dimensional and that hereditarily locally connected spaces have

dimension at most two.

1. Introduction

All spaces are separable and metric. Let X be a space. The quasicomponent
of a point x £ X is the intersection of all subsets of X which are both open

and closed and which contain x. A space is totally disconnected provided each

quasicomponent is a point. Compact, Hausdorff, totally disconnected spaces
are O-dimensional. However, it is well known that there exist even complete,
separable, totally disconnected, metric spaces of all dimensions.

A space X is O-dimensional (resp., almost O-dimensional) provided there

exists a basis ¿¡8 for X such that for each B £ 3S , X\B is a clopen set (resp.,

X\B is a union of clopen sets). Note that each O-dimensional space is almost

O-dimensional and that each almost O-dimensional space is totally disconnected.
The set of points in Hilbert space, all of whose coordinates are irrational, is an
example of a 1-dimensional, almost O-dimensional, totally disconnected space.

We prove that almost O-dimensional separable metric spaces are embeddable
in R-trees and, hence, have dimension bounded above by one. We will give two

applications of this result; other applications will appear in a later note.

First we show that the spaces of homeomorphisms of the universal Menger
continua are 1-dimensional. This extends a well-known result of Brechner [4],

who had shown that the dimension of these spaces is at least one. Next we

provide a partial answer to a question of R. Duda ( 1964) by proving that the
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dimension of a hereditarily locally connected, separable, metric space does not
exceed two.

Let X be a metric space with a given metric d. We will denote by B(x, e)

the open ball of radius e around x and by B(x, e) the closed ball of radius

e around x. We will call a set which is both open and closed, clopen. For
basic results and definitions which are not given here the reader may consult
Kuratowski [6] or Whyburn [15].

2. Main theorem

A space is said to be arcwise connected if each pair of its distinct points is
contained in an arc in the space (i.e., a subset of the space which is homeomor-
phic to the closed unit interval). A space is uniquely arcwise connected if it is
arcwise connected and if it does not contain a homeomorphic copy of the unit
circle in the plane.

A space X is said to be an R-tree if it is connected, locally arcwise connected,
and uniquely arcwise connected. It is known (see [10]) that a nondegenerate
R-tree has dimension one. Every connected subset of an R-tree is an R-tree. A

compact R-tree is called a dendrite. A point x £ X is said to be an end-point
of X if x is an end-point of each arc in X which contains x. It is easy to

see (see [10]) that the set of end-points of an R-tree is totally disconnected.

We shall prove that a space X is almost O-dimensional if and only if X is
homeomorphic to the set of end-points of some R-tree.

Lemma 1. Let X be almost O-dimensional with respect to the basis 38. Then

for each B, C £ 38 such that B n C = 0, there exist disjoint clopen sets H
and K in X such that X = HUK, B cH, and C c K.

Proof. Suppose X is almost O-dimensional with respect to the basis 38 and
B,C £ & have disjoint closures. Then X\B = \JHn and X\C = \JKm ,
where {H„} and {Km} are families of pairwise disjoint clopen sets. Consider

G„ = Hn\\j{Kx, ... , Kn},

and let F = \JG„. Then each G„ is clopen, C c F, and F n B = 0. It
remains to be shown that F is clopen. Since F is a union rf open sets, it is

clearly open. Hence suppose x £ F. Suppose first that x £ C. Then x & Km

for all m and x £ Hn for some n. Hence, x £ G„ c F. Assume next that

x & C. Then x £ Km for some m. Since Km is an open neighborhood of

x and G„DKm = 0 for all n > m, x £ (jn<m G„ . Since each G„ is closed,

x £ G„ for some n < m and x £ F . This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 2. Let X be an almost O-dimensional space. Then X embeds in (the

set of end-points of) an R-tree. In particular, X is at most I-dimensional.

Proof. Let X be almost O-dimensional with respect to the countable basis 38 =
{Bi} . We will assume that X is a subset of Qx {0} cQx I, where Q is the
Hubert cube with its usual metric d and / is the interval [0, 1].

The main idea of the proof is as follows: We will construct a uniquely arc-

connected subset R of Qx I such that R n 7i_1(0) = X, where n : Qx I -y I
is the natural projection. The space R is then given a finer topology which

makes it an R-tree with I asa closed set of end-points.
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Let 1¿x = {X}, Xx.x e Bx, Xx = {xx,i}; and let Tx be the arc {r} x I
where Xx,i = (r, 0). Then Xx,i is an end-point of Tx.

Suppose ^n -< yn-i -< ■•■ < %i are finite covers of X of minimum car-

dinality by pairwise disjoint clopen sets such that if l<r<s<i<n and

Br n Bs = 0, then no element of % meets both Br and Bs. Hence, each

element i/e% meets at least one of {Bx, ... , Bn}. Suppose Xx c X2 c
• • • c Xn are subsets of X such that for each i <n, X¡ meets each U £ % in

exactly one point xrj,¡ and if x¡j,í £ X¡\X¡-x, then xu,¡ £ Bj for some j < i

such that diam(R7) is minimal among {Bk \k < i and Bk n U ^ 0} . Suppose
Tx c T2 c • • • c Tn c Q x I are finite trees such that for i < n, X¡ is a set of
end-points of T, and T¡ n 7r_1(0) = X,. For 17 e ^ let Krjj be a free arc in
Ti (i.e., A^/,, minus its end-points is an open set in T¡) with end-point Xu,i

and so Ku,¡nKv,i = <j> for U ¿ V in %.
Suppose %, T„, and Xn have been constructed. By Lemma 1, there is

a finite cover $¿n+i of X of minimal cardinality of pairwise disjoint open

sets in X such that %n+i refines % and such that if 1 < r < n + I and

B~rnBn+x = 0, then no element of %+i meets both Br and Bn+X . If U £ %fn+x

and U n Xn = 0, let x,y,n+i e 5, n C/ where 1 < i < n + 1 and R, has
minimal diameter among {Bj \ j < n + 1 and Bj r\U ^ 0} . If £/ G %+i and

f7 n X„ ¿ 0, let W £ %?„ such that U c W and let X[/,„+i = xw,n ■ Let

Xn+l = {Xu,n+l I c7 e %+i}.
Let U £ %„+i and W £ %n such that {7 c W. If Í7 n X„ f 0, let

Au,n+i - 0 and if l/nl„ = 0 , let v4i/,«+i be an irreducible piecewise linear

arc from Xu,n+i to T„ suchthat ^l^ry^+i is a homeomorphism, Au¡n+X

meets Kw,n, AUtn+xr\Av¡n+x = </> for Í7 / V in ^4+i, AUt„+x is contained

in the 2~"_1 ball around the straight line segment [Xu,n+i, xw,n] in Qx I

and the length of the arc Au>n+X is less than d(xUin+x, xw,n) + 2~"_1. Let

Tn+x = Tnu{J{Au,n+x\U£Wn+x}.

By induction ^„ , T„ , and X„ are constructed for each positive integer n .
For y, z £ \JTn there is an integer m such that y, z £ Tm. Let [y, z]

be the unique arc in Tm from y to z. Then [y, z] is well defined and

X n [y, z] c {y, z} . Note that (J Tn\X is a locally finite simplicial complex

which is a tree.
Let R = Xll([JTn). We will first consider R with the subspace topology and

prove that in this topology R is uniquely arcwise connected. Next we change

the metric (and, hence, the topology) on R such that it becomes locally arc
connected. Since this new topology coincides with the subspace topology on

arcs and on X, we will have completed the argument.

Choose a point x £ X. We will first show that there exists an arc in R

joining x to Xx, 1. Next we will indicate how to modify the argument to show

that given e > 0, there exists a neighborhood B of x in X such that for each

y £ B, there exists an arc A in R joining x to y such that diam(^) < e.

For each n there exists a unique U„ £ %?„ such that x £ U„. Put z„ =

Xu„,n ■ It suffices to show that limz„ = x since in that case the subtree T(x)

spanned by {x} U \J{zn} is a dendrite and, hence, a locally connected contin-
uum. Each pair of points of T(x) is contained in an arc in T(x) which meets

X only in its end-points. Let {R,„} be a sequence of basic sets containing x
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such that diam(R,J < 1/n, Bh = X, R,„ c R,„_,, and /„_, < /„ .
It suffices to show that for each n there exists an integer a„ such that zp £

Bin for each p > an. The proof is by induction on n. Let «1 = 1, and

suppose a„-X has been defined. Let m > n be a positive integer such that

B(x, £) c Bin. If zq £ Bin for each q > im + a„_> let an = im + an_x.

Otherwise, let q > an-X + im be smallest such that zq £ B¡n. Since 38 is a

basis for X, there is an integer j > q, such that zq £ Bj, and Bim f)Bj = <j>.

Then zq 0 U¡. Let an be the smallest integer such that zq £ U0n. Then

q <an< j ■ Then zûn_i = zq . For p > a„ zp £ Bs for some s £ {I, ... , p}

such that Bsr\Bjm ± <f> and diamRj < diamR,m < L since x £ Bim r\Up. It

follows that zp £ Bin.

Let U = f){Bj | j < a„ and x £ Bj} . Let y £ U f)Uan. For each positive
integer r let Vr be the member of Vr such that y € Vr and let {yr} = Frnrr.

Then for p < an, Vp = Up and yp = zp. For p > a„, yp £ Bin as above.

The arc [y, yaJ = [y, zaf\ has diameter less than \ + 2~an+x since it lies by

construction very close to the ball B(x, £) in Q. It follows that each pair of

points y and z in C/n t/a„ is contained in an arc [y, z] c (r(y) U 7^)^) u

{y, z} of diameter < ^ + 2-°"+2 .

Let x, y £ X with x ^ y. Let & be the smallest integer such that x and y

lie in disjoint members U and F, respectively, of í¿k . Each point z of the

nonempty set [■%,*, xv k]\(Kv k \JKytk) separates XliTk between U and
V. By induction z separates X u T^+J between Í7 and V for each positive
integer j. It follows that each pair of points x and y of R is contained in a

unique arc [x, y] in (R\X) u {x, y} .
Consider the following metric1 on R :

p(x, y) = diam([x, y])   for x, y e R.

Then p is clearly a metric which induces the same topology as the subspace
topology on all arcs in R and on the subspace R\X. Hence R, in the topology

induced by p, is still uniquely arcwise connected. By definition it is locally

arcwise connected in this topology and, hence, an R-tree. It remains to be shown

that the topology induced on X by p coincides with the original topology

(induced by the metric d) on X. Since d(x, y) < p(x, y) for all x, y £ X,
for each sequence x„ -* x in the p metric xn —y x in the d metric. Hence
assume d(x„, x) -* 0. Let e > 0. By the above argument there exists a

neighborhood B of x such that for each y £ B, there exists an arc of diameter

< e joining x to y. Hence p(x„, x) < e for each xn £ B. This completes

the proof of the theorem.

3. Applications

Spaces of homeomorphisms. For each pair of positive integers n and k, n <

k, Menger [11] has described an n-dimensional continuum AT£ which is uni-
versal with respect to containing homeomorphic copies of every n-dimensional
compactum which can be embedded in Ek . For any k > 0, AT° is the Cantor

set and AT] is the Sierpiñski universal plane continuum, and for n > 1, AT2n+1

1 Introduction of this metric simplified the original argument. We are indebted to John Mayer

for this suggestion.
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is the n-dimensional Menger universal continuum. Alternative constructions

and related results are given in [3, 5, 7, 14]. Anderson [1] for n - 1 and

Bestvina [2] have provided elegant characterizations of the Menger universal
continua and proved their homogeneity. Cannon [5] and Whyburn [15] charac-

terized the (n - l)-dimensional Sierpiñski Continua AT"-1, n # 4 ; and Lewis
announced that Mk is not homogeneous for n > 0 and k < 2n + 1. Let %fk

denote the space of homeomorphisms of Mk with the sup metric d. Brech-
ner [4] has essentially shown that ^2n+x is at least 1-dimensional and totally

disconnected. It was conjectured that this space is infinite dimensional. We
will prove that it is almost O-dimensional and, hence, 1-dimensional. We first
establish the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let X be a metric space, x £ X, and let

N = {e>0\B(x,e)¿B(x,e)}.

Then N is at most countable.

Proof. Let 38 — {R,} be a countable basis for X. Note that for each e £ N,

there exists a point xe £ B(x, e) and a number ne > 0 such that

(1) B(x,e)nB(xe, ne) = 0.

For each e £ N, choose a basic set Bit £ 38 such that xt £ Bit c B(xe, ne) ■
If N is uncountable, then there exists an index n and ex < e2 in AT such that

I,, = iei — n . Then xEi £ B„ c B(xe2, ne2). This contradicts (1) and completes
the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 4. Let X be a metric space and D a dense set of points of X. Suppose

that for each d £ D there exists a dense G s set Ed of positive numbers such

that for each e £ Ed, X\B(d, e) is a union of clopen sets. Then X is almost
O-dimensional.

Proof. By Lemma 3, for each d £ D, there exists a dense G¿ , Fd c Ed , such

that B(d, e) = B(d, e) for each e £ Fd . Hence, the result follows immediately.

Theorem 5. ^" is almost O-dimensional (and, hence, at most I-dimensional)

for k>n+l.

Proof. By Theorem 4, it suffices to show that the complement of each closed

ball in %?k is a union of clopen sets. Hence fix %?k (k > n + 1), g £

Tkn, and e > 0. We shall show that for each h £ ^kn with d(h, g) > e,

there exists a clopen set U in ^" containing n such that U n B(g, e) =

0. Suppose d(h, g) = e + 4ô, ô > 0, and x £ AT£ such that d(h, g) =
d(h(x), g(x)). Choose a n-sphere 5 in AT£ such that g(S) c B(g(x), S) and

h(S) C B(h(x) ,S). By Nagata [12], there exists a retraction r : M£ -y h(S)

such that r(M£\B(h(x), 25)) = {point} . Let U = {/ £ ßfkn \ r o f\ S £ *} .
Then U is clopen in ^" since near maps into an ANR are homotopic. Also

h£U and for each / e B(g, e), f(S) c B(g(x), e + S), so rof(S) is a point

and / g U.

Corollary 6. The set of homeomorphisms ß?ks of M^ is I-dimensional for (s, k)
e{(n,2n + l)|n> 1} U {(n, n + 1) 11 <n/3}.

Proof. A space X is locally setwise homogeneous if there exists a basis 38
of connected open sets and a dense countable subset D c X such that for
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any B £38 and any two points x, y £ B n D there exists a homeomorphism

h : X —y X such that h(x) = y and h\X\B — idX\B ■ Brechner [4] has
shown that the group of homeomorphisms of any locally setwise homogeneous

continuum is at least 1-dimensional. Hence (cf. [4, 5, 2]), ßfks is at least 1-

dimensional. By Theorems 5 and 2, ßfks is at most 1-dimensional and the

result follows.

Hereditarily locally connected spaces. A space is said to be hereditarily locally

connected if it is connected and if each of its connected subsets is locally con-
nected. Clearly, each R-tree is hereditarily locally connected. We shall prove
that each hereditarily locally connected space X can be written as X - Yl)C
where Y is almost O-dimensional and C is countable. It follows that the di-

mension of each hereditarily locally connected space does not exceed two. We
recall two results from [13, p. 586 and p. 597] concerning hereditarily locally
connected spaces.

Theorem 1. If X is a hereditarily locally connected space and Y is a subset of

X, then the components of Y are also the quasicomponents of Y.

Theorem 8. Let X be a hereditarily locally connected space, T a totally dis-

connected subset of X, and Y a closed subset of X. Then the nondegenerate
components of YUT are the nondegenerate components of Y.

The following corollary is of independent interest.

Corollary 9. If Y is a totally disconnected subset of a hereditarily locally con-

nected space X, then Y is almost O-dimensional.

Proof. Let {^}^i be a basis of connected open sets for X. For each positive

integer i let U¡ = V¡ D Y. Suppose V¡ nVj = 0 . By Theorem 8, V¡ and Vj
are components of Y öVjöVj. Hence, Y can be separated between U¡ and

Uj by Theorem 7.
It is known [13, p. 573] that there is an R-tree with a 1-dimensional set E of

end-points. By Corollary 9, E is almost O-dimensional. The set of irrational

sequences in the Hubert space l2 and the set of end-points of the universal
separable R-tree [8] are other examples. (By a recent announcement of Fokkink

and Oversteegen, see [9], these spaces are in fact homeomorphic.)
The following corollary follows immediately from Corollary 9 and Theorem

2.

Corollary 10. A space X is almost O-dimensional if and only if it can be em-

bedded in the set of end-points of an R-tree.

It is a classical result of Whyburn (see [15, p. 94]) that a compact hereditarily

locally connected space X has a basis of open sets with countable boundaries
and, hence, has dimension one. In [13, Theorem 2.4] Whyburn's theorem was
improved by replacing compactness of X by semicolocal connectedness of X.
(A space X is semicolocally connected if X has a basis of open sets {^,}~i

such that for each i X\V¡ has finitely many components.) In [13, p. 593]
it was shown (by constructing an R-tree T with a set of end-points which is

not rim-countable) that semicolocal connectedness is necessary in that result.
R. Duda posed the following (see [13, §5]):
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Problem 1. If X is a separable, metric, nondegenerate, hereditarily locally con-
nected space, is dim(X) = 1 ?

The following theorem provides a partial affirmative solution to Duda's prob-

lem.

Theorem 11. If X is a separable, metric, hereditarily locally connected space,

then X = Y U C where Y is almost O-dimensional and C is countable. In
particular, dim(X) < 2.

Proof. By [13, Theorem 2.3], X = Y U C where Y is a totally disconnected
set and C is a countable set. By Corollary 9, Y is almost O-dimensional. By

Theorem 2, dim(T) < 1 and, hence,

dim(X) < dim(T) + dim(C) + 1 < 1 + 0 + 1 = 2.
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